
Camper Behavior Contract For_____________________
(please print child’s name)

Parents/Guardians and Campers should review the camp behavior contract so we can work towards
creating a fun and safe summer experience for everybody.

Camp Behavior Expectations:
1. Treat Everybody with Kindness and Respect.
2. Respect the Property of Camp And Others
3. Respect Other’s Feelings and Differences
4. Have Fun and Be Willing To Try
5. Use appropriate language
6. Ask for help from a counselor when you have a problem or see others facing an issue
7. Be Responsible for my Belongings
8. Stay with my group
9. Be the boss of your body.  Nobody gets to make your body feel unsafe and you don’t get to

make anybody else feel unsafe.  We will never touch anybody inappropriately.

We Will Avoid the Following Behaviors:
1. Fighting, rough housing or engaging in unsafe behavior.
2. Threatening or bullying anybody or joining in when others are bullying somebody.
3. Sharing or trading food.
4. Taking things that don’t belong to me.
5. Being disrespectful to staff or other campers.  This includes “trash talking” or being intentionally

mean.
6. Bring electronics or toys from home.
7. Bringing any weapons, drugs or alcohol to camp.
8. Not listening to staff

Failure to follow these expectations will result in an unsafe or unenjoyable atmosphere for you and
others in the camp. Should that happen, the following consequences may occur: Consequences
Depending on the severity of the situation or if the behavior persists, one or more of the following
consequences will be taken.

1. Camp Directors will discuss behavior with the camper.
2. Camp Directors will discuss the behavior with the parent/guardian.
3. The child will be sent home immediately for the day.
4. In extreme cases child will be sent home and not allowed to return to camp.
NOTE: There are no refunds when a child’s behavior requires he/she be sent home.

Parent/Guardian Signature_______________________________________________

Child’s Name and/or Signature____________________________________________


